


The Turismo Vivencial programmes were
created to offer another type of trip where our
clients are the protagonists. Exclusive
experiences and participative proposals to
enjoy with family, friends or work colleagues.

All the proposals can be adapted to the
interests of the group, although some of the
activities are conditioned to an annual calendar
and the climatology of the area.

Short getaways proposals for short stays but
also flexible to add more days. We have many
more experiences ready to discover a world full
of flavours, colours and aromas, without
additives..

Unique and memorable soulful proposals that 
will awaken all your senses. 



Activity Destination Lengths Target Season

1. Drive a classic Mehari among vineyards Barcelona 3 D / 2 N Groups All year

2. Hiking along the Greenways Vizcaya/Málaga 3 D / 2 N Families All year

3. Way of St. James to Finisterre (last section) Pontevedra 4 D / 3 N Individual All year

4. Festa do Marisco (Seafood Festival) in the village of O'Grobe Pontevedra 3 D / 2 N Families October

5. Bellow in magical landscapes Cuenca/Cantabria 3 D / 2 N Families September

6. Harvest in different DOs Varias DO 3 D / 2 N Families August

7. Olive oil tourism between Jaén and Córdoba Jaén/Córdoba 3 D / 2 N Families All year

8. Seville April Fair (Feria de abril) by AVE Sevilla 3 D / 2 N Families April

9. Mule pilgrimage through the Natural Park of Andujar. Jaén 4 D / 3 N Families All year

10. Saca de las yeguas (festivity of mare) in Almonte Doñana Natural Park Huelva 3 D / 2 N Families June

11. Charming villages in Catalonia Girona 3 D / 2 N Families All year

12. Belmonte Castle, a place of conquests Cuenca 3 D / 2 N Families All year

13. Discover the Rioja Alavesa Álava 3 D / 2 N Families All year

14. Gastronomic Sigüenza Guadalajara 3 D / 2 N Families All year

15. Cattle transhumance in Salamanca Salamanca 3 D / 2 N Families All year

16. Food markets in the north Norte 4 D / 3 N Families All year

17. Of wineries in Oporto Oporto 5 D / 4 N Families All yerar

18. Sardinia, a unique island in the Mediterranean Serdenia 5 D / 4 N Families All year

19. Romania will impress you Romania 6 D / 5 N Families All year

20. Sweden and the Northern Lights Sweeden 6 D / 5 N Families November – March



Imagine yourself driving a classic Mehari among the vineyards of
the Penedès. At your own rhythm, at your own pace, there's no
rush. An excellent proposal that combines a Tuscan-style
vineyard with a gastronomic tasting of local products. Also
visiting the family wineries and a charming hotel at the foot of the
magical mountain of Montserrat.

•

•



Greenways are former tracks of disused railways. Today there
are more than 3,000km of sections throughout Spain. We
suggest the routes of the Vía Verde de los Montes del Hierro in
Vizcaya or the Vía Verde de la Sierra in Malaga. North or South.
Gastronomy or traditions. By bike or on foot, enjoying nature at
every step.

•

•



Enjoy the last section of the Way of St. James that will take you
to Finisterre, place of the end of the world and kilometre 0 of the
Way. An itinerary in which you will discover the best gastronomy
of Galicia pair with a good Albariño, the tradition of the mussel
rafts, a traditional fishing market and all that the Rías Baixas has
to offer.

•

•



At the beginning of October, the town of O Grove celebrates the
traditional seafood festival. A meeting place for Galician
gastronomy. Markets, cooking workshops and wine tastings in a
friendly, family atmosphere. You will also learn about some of the
traditions of this magical corner of our country from our hosts.

•

•



The first storms and rains of September are the moments of
maximum expression of the deer in nature, a unique experience
that lasts a very short time. Imagine the magical moment of a
sunset among deer, enjoying a tasting of local products in a
Natural Park accompanied by our host.

•

•



The grape harvest process in our country is very authentic. Not
only because of the work in the fields, but also because of all the
tasks involved in the transfer. Our suggestion is that you take part
in one of the family wineries, where you will live an authentic
sensory experience. Good time to discover magical places.

•

•



Jaén and Córdoba are the areas with the highest concentration of
olive groves in the world. More than 60 million olive trees, hence
the popular expression "sea of olive trees". The olive oil mills are
the factories that carry out the milling process until the final
production. Extra virgin olive oil is the product with the best
expression. A world to discover, full of flavours and aromas, with
which we irrigate our Mediterranean gastronomy.

•

•



Experience a unique week in Seville. Its aromas, senses and
gastronomy are unique. The atmosphere of the "casetas", the
decorated horses and the beauty of its colours will be something
to remember for a long time. Our hosts will be happy to
accompany you to the best "casetas" and experience the Feria de
Abril in Seville from the inside.

•

•



Imagine a Romería like the ones from the old days, the Sanctuary
of the Virgen de la Cabeza just for you and your friends. An
itinerary by mule through the Sierra de Andújar until you reach the
meeting point. Nature in its purest state, with time to see the
Iberian lynx in its natural habitat or to immerse yourself in the
world of EVOO (extra virgin olive oil), discovering the deep-rooted
culture of the popular tapas.

•

•



Simply breathtaking! Three incredible days to experience a
spectacle up close, in which the Almonte ranchers enter the
Doñana National Park to gather hundreds of purebred marismeña
horses that graze in a semi-wild state in the marshes of Doñana.
An atmosphere in perfect harmony to enjoy the good local
gastronomy.

•

•



We propose a tour of some of Catalonia's charming villages. They
are especially concentrated in the north of the Costa Brava, in the
Empordà region. These are villages that are deeply rooted in the
culture of the Indianos, people who made their fortune in the
Americas and brought their way of life back home with them.

•

•



A unique landscape in Cuenca. A place with thousand battles to
narrate and that have lived the walls of its fantastic castle, which
gives its name to the city. The region is fully Manchegan, very
close you can visit the mills that grew with Don Quixote or the
spectacular wine cellars in the hands of families who will be
excellent hosts.

•

•



La Rioja Alavesa has a lot to offer. Our proposal is that you
discover family wineries where you can interact with their
families. Their stories and traditions deserve to be experienced
up close. A combination of wineries, unique accommodation and
local gastronomy, combined with incredible landscapes. Wine
cellars, caves, tastings or simply stargazing and experiencing
memorable moments.

•

•



Did you know that Sigüenza has two Michelin-starred
restaurants? As well as Relais & Châteaux accommodation. What
can we say about the city's imposing castle, one of the largest
and best preserved of the Paradores. Stroll through the streets
waiting for the sunset, visit a honey factory or a small spelt flour
factory that produces its own beers. A real adventure for your
senses.

•

•



Imagine yourself moving cattle on a farm in Salamanca. It is
nothing less than transhumance in search of the best pastures.
Our proposal is to spend a couple of days in the countryside on a
cattle farm. We will show you the work in the fields, you will learn
some of our traditions. You will enjoy wine and cheese as an
aperitif before participating in a gastronomic workshop with
products from the same farm.

•

•



The O Calvario or A Pedra markets in Vigo, where you can enjoy
oysters fresh from the sea, are meeting points for the local
atmosphere and exceptional local products. The Mercado de la
Esperanza in Santander or the Mercado de la Ribera in Bilbao are
also places where you can enjoy an authentic gastronomic
immersion with locals. A proposal full of flavours and
authenticity.

•

•



Porto is known for its imposing riverfront bridges and ageing
cellars. The medieval Ribeira district is a maze of cobbled streets
lined with merchants' houses and cafés. The Church of San
Francisco or the Central Station are some of its must-see spots,
but so is the fishermen's quarter of Aforada, where you'll taste a
delicious grilled fish.

•

•



Sardinia is a large Italian island in the Mediterranean Sea. With
about 2,000 km of coastline and sandy beaches. Its hinterland
will surprise you with its mountains and trails for the nature-
loving. Its rugged landscape and mysterious Bronze Age stone
ruins in the form of beehives are impressive. But the highlight of
Sardinia is exploring its seaside villages.

•

•



A country known for the impressive Transylvanian forests. One of
its attractions is also its well-preserved medieval towns such as
Sighișoara. Churches and fortified castles, such as Bran-Dracula,
will be part of our itinerary. In Bucharest we will come across the
impressive, gigantic, communist-era Palace of Parliament.

•

•



It has thousands of coastal islands and inland lakes, along with
vast forests and incredible mountains. Stockholm, Malmö and
Gothenburg are its main cities, and it's peculiar that Stockholm
was built on 14 islands. It also has a medieval old town and royal
palaces. Our proposal will be an immersive trip for you to get to
know the best of its culture.

•

•



Rambla de l'Exposició, 59-69

Let’s go on a
trip?

Phone: +34 936 571 221
08800 Vilanova i la Geltrú (Barcelona) - SPAIN

E-mail: reservas@turismovivencial.com
www.turismovivencial.com

http://www.turismovivencial.com/

